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A call for the release of detained Ethiopian journalists, commentators, 

media practitioners and Fano militias; and to stop the killings and 

prosecutions.  

When Dr. Abiy Ahmed confirmed and sworn in as a prime minister by the Ethiopian parliament 

on April 2,2018, he promised the Ethiopian people as there will never be any detention on the 

basis of opposing ideas and Nobody would be detained without charge. The majority of the 

people inspired by his speech and had a glimmer of hope towards peace, democracy, and the rule 

of law.  

However, due to lack of practical deeds that supports such inspiring speech, the country has been 

suffering with conflicts from every direction within the country. People in Oromia, southern, 

Somalia, Gambela, Afar and Benishangul regions were killed, displaced, and were forced to 

leave their area, because of their ethnic and religion background. These actions were orchestrated 

mainly by the OLF SHENIE militias in collaboration with the cadres of the Government in the 

region, according to the independent news media in the country. 

 The independent news media went to the conflict areas and revealed the mishandling of the 

conflicts by the government and exposed the action of the government which was trying to 

conceal the news. The government threatened to arrest journalists and commentators who were 
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revealing the mishandling. Soon after the threat, the Government arrested journalists and 

commentators who were critical of missteps of the Government without the court order. 

The Government’s hostile relationships with news media were intensified in May 2022 when the 

Government started to disband the Fano militia fighters in the Amhara region under the cover up 

mission of “law enforcement operation.” 

 Those Fano militias were organized by themselves legally in response to the Government’s 

request to defend their country against the TPLF aggression.  

The Fano militias fought hard side by side with the Amhara regional armed forces and the 

federal defense forces. The federal Government did not want to recognize the sacrifice of the 

Fano militias made in most of the battle field in the Amhara region which were controlled by 

TPLF fighters. Instead, the Government recognized hand-picked Fano militias who do not 

represent the entire Fano militia fighters.  

Following the reward ceremony, the Government launched a full-scale operation arresting, 

prosecuting and killing the members of the Fano’s militias, under the pretext move called “law 

enforcement operation.” The Fano militias are civilians who lead their daily life under normal 

condition as ordinary citizens. Some of them are farmers, business people, clergy people, 

engineers, teachers, physicians, nurses, pharmacists, students, lawyers, etc. However, they 
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defend their country with their own arms when their country is attacked and is in need of them. 

This was what happened when TPLF attacked the Amhara region. 

 The independent journalists, commentators and media practitioners were critical of the cover up 

operation targeting Fano militias. They expressed their concern in denouncing the operation that 

was aimed to silence the people in the Amhara region. The Government detained more than19 

people including journalists, commentators and media practitioners in an attempt to hide and 

suppress the cover up operation from the public. 

At least a dozen of the arrests is linked to critical coverage of the disarming the militias and Fano 

militia fighters in the Amhara region. Security forces in the Amhara region have detained more 

than 12000 People including some of the Amhara special forces and their commanders, blaming 

that they support the Fano militias in one or other forms, according to the Amhara media 

corporation. Families and relatives of the detainees did not know whereabouts of their loved 

ones. They had to go from prison to prison in search of detainees. 

 CPJ (committee to protect journalists) has documented a drastic decline in press freedom in 

Ethiopia over the last three years. The killings, prosecution, and arrest are also intensified in 

Southern Ethiopia, Gambela region, Somalia region, Harar, Dire Dawa and Addis Ababa. 

According to the Guardian report on June 19,2022, more than 700 ethnic Amharas have been 

killed in an attack in the country’s Oromia region of Wollega zone by the Oromo liberation army 
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(OLA). The Ethiopian parliament refused to give a minute of silence for the killed Amharas 

during their ordinary parliament meeting. 

While there was an urgent humanitarian need for the displaced people in war-battered Amhara 

and Afar region, when the Government ignored the effort and tried to hide the news, it was the 

independent journalists who went to the area and exposed the miserable life they were leading.  

The Government, unhappy with the news reached to the public, was finding means and ways to 

crack down journalists and commentators. The cover up of the “law enforcement operation” is 

aimed at suppressing freedom of speech and opposing ideas against the country’s constitution 

which gives the rights to freedom of speech, free press and the right of assembly. 

Dr. Daniel Bekele, head of the Ethiopian human rights commission, a government appointee, 

said “Ethiopia’s media law clearly prohibits pre-trial detention for any alleged offense committed 

through media.” 

Therefore, we, member of the Ethiopian community in Minnesota, urgently demand: 

1.  The release of all detainees immediately without any preconditions. 

2. To halt the prosecution, arrest and killings of Fano militias and innocent people who are 

families of the Fano’s. 

3. To up hold the rule of law, freedom of press and democracy. 
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4. To respect the media law. 

5.  To hold the perpetrators of the Wollega massacre in to accountable and reassure the 

safety of the citizens of the area.  

6. To hold the Ethiopian Government accountable as the perpetrators of the ethnic cleansing 

against the Amharas in Wollega for not providing protection to the innocent citizens. 

 

 

  

 

 

 


